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Abstract: The transfer of files or data in a secure manner is prevalent. Security is the primary concern while transferring files or data. 

It is highly beneficial to use cryptographic techniques to secure data. They can transferable between the nodes. Steganography and 

cryptography are being used more to protect data. Using a single algorithm to transfer data with high security levels is ineffective. Give 

a novel approach to security in this work by applying steganography and the symmetric key cryptographic algorithm. Data is protected 

by the proposed system using block - wise security algorithms AES, which stands Advanced Encryption Standard is an algorithm that 

uses the same key to encrypt and decrypt protected data. DES, which stands Data Encryption standard is an uses symmetric keys, which 

means that the same key is used for encrypting and decrypting the data and the RC2 is a variable - key - size block cipher. LSB 

steganography technique is introduced for key information security 
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1. Introduction 
 

Networking is utilized to send massive amounts of data in a 

variety of settings, including industry, military colleges, etc. 

The can be moved among the nodes. There are numerous 

problems with the data transfer. The original data is 

transformed via cryptography into an unreadable format. 

Symmetric key cryptography and public key cryptography 

are two types of cryptography. This method use keys to 

convert data into unintelligible form in order to address 

these problems in a variety of ways. The use of 

steganography and cryptography for data protection is 

growing in popularity nowadays. It is ineffective to transport 

data with high levels of security using a single algorithm. In 

this research, symmetric key cryptography technique and 

steganography are used to introduce novel security 

mechanism.  

 

2. Objectives 
 

This system's primary goal is to safely store and retrieve data 

that is only accessible by the data owner on the cloud. 

Cryptography and steganography techniques are used to 

overcome data security challenges related to cloud storage. 

The DES, RC2, and AES algorithms are used to secure data. 

Cloud storage systems are secured using the hybrid 

cryptography paradigm, which uses AES for text or data 

encryption and RSA for key encryption. Block cypher RC2 

has a changeable key size. For important information 

security, the LSB steganography technique is presented.  

 

3. Literature Survey 
 

A literature review is nothing but an objective, aim, or 

summary of whatever research has done relevant to a certain 

topic. The following published articles have been referred to 

create a base for my project. Following are some papers 

been referred to: -  

1) M. Malarvizhi, et. al [3] mentioned this paper is on the 

integrity of files and restoring the files if integrity is 

violated. The proposed system uses a pattern of each 

protected file to determine its modification. The method 

used for pattern generation is cryptographic hash 

functions. The system also uses a database that stores 

the files that need to be protected and their hash codes. 

To check the integrity of the file the hash code of the 

file is produced and checked with one in the database. If 

the file is successfully tested positively then access is 

granted otherwise the administrator gets alerted and if it 

is saved copy is available of the same file, then the file 

is restored 

2) Jerzy Kaczmarek, et. al [3], described this paper 

describes an approach to the integrity of files and 

restoring the files if any problem is arising in the future. 

This proposed course uses a pattern of each protected 

file to determine its modification. Methods used for 

pattern generation are cryptographic hash functions. 

This system uses a database that stores the names of all 

files.  

3) V. S. Mahalle, et. al [2] applied hybrid cryptography 

technique for securing data on cloud storage. A hybrid 

encryption and decryption algorithm using RSA and 

AES algorithms was proposed. The paper was only 

focusing on administrative unaware uploading and 

downloading of data by maintaining its integrity. 

Further the key distribution was very secure because 

three keys are distributed for doing encryption and 

decryption. A unique key generation technique was used 

to make the process more secure.  

4) Aditya SadanandGhadi [1] mentioned the paper some 

symmetric key cryptography techniques in addition to 

stenography techniques. The idea of splitting and 

merging adds on to meet the principle of data security. 

This hybrid approach when implemented in a cloud 

server makes the remote server more secure and thus, 

helps the cloud providers to do their work more 

securely. For data security and privacy protection 

problems, the fundamental challenge of separation of 

sensitive data and access control is fulfilled.  
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4. Implementation and Methodology Used 
 

In this paper, LSB Steganography technique algorithm are 

used. Create a various models and analysis are made. Then 

data or file are transferred using Hybrid Cryptography.  

 

Models:  

• Node Details 

• User Interface Design 

• Data Transfer 

• Encryption Phase 

• Decryption Phase 

 

Node Creation:  

Nodes are the building blocks of the Network. They can play 

multiple roles in the network. Such as data processing, data 

storage and routing. The nodes can be created or deleted by 

the administrator firmly. The details like IP address, size and 

position of the nodes will be maintained in the database.  

 

 
Figure 4.1: Node Creation 

 

User Interface Design 

It provides the way for users to interact with the system 

information and it mainly meant for security issues. In this 

project, this is the main module i. e. front sheet where user 

needs to register them by given the name, mobile number, 

username and password. The encrypted token will be 

generated for each user. The user enters into the system with 

username and password. This will show the decent security 

of this project.  

 

 
Figure 4.2: User Interface Page Creation 

 

Data Transfer:  

This module is responsible for transferring the data in the 

network. The data can be transferred from one node to 

another node in encrypted form. These transferring times, 

file size and file name will be maintained in the database. 

The data can be decrypted by giving the decryption Keys.  
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Figure 4.3: Data transfer using encryption and decryption 

 

Encryption Phase 

Encryption is the most effective way to achieve data 

security. To read an encrypted file, you must have access to 

a secret Key or password that enables you to decrypt it. 

Unencrypted data is called plain text; encrypted data is 

referred to as cipher text. At the encryption end, the file 

being spitted into three blocks and each block will be 

encrypted AES, DES and RC2 algorithms. The encrypted 

keys will be compressed into the image.  

 

 
Figure 4.4: Encryption used by AES, DES, and RC2 Algorithms 

 

Decryption Phase 

The key image will be sent to the end user’s email. This will 

be downloaded and entered by the valid user to get the 

decryption keys. The LSB technique will be implemented to 

extract the decryption keys from the image. The 

combination of decryption keys will provide the original 

data.  

 

 
Figure 4.5: Decryption used by LSB Technique 
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5. Results 
 

Data stored in files can be accessed or retrieved on the users 

request without direct access to the server computer. This 

Security problem can be solved using several different ways, 

cryptography and steganography are the most commonly 

used techniques. But sometimes a single algorithm alone 

cannot provide security that is required.  

 

 
 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

The main objective of this system is to securely transfer data 

among data receivers and senders across networks. 

Techniques from steganography and cryptography are used 

to resolve network data problems. Using the RC2, DES, and 

AES algorithms, data security is accomplished. Key data is 

securely preserved with the use of LSB technology 

(Steganography). Using the multithreading technology, the 

encryption and decryption procedure takes less time. The 

suggested security technique has allowed us to achieve 

improved data integrity, high security, low latency, 

authentication, and confidentiality. In the future, public key 

cryptography can be introduced to prevent assaults during 

data transmission through the network, and it can be used 

promptly.  
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